Part I: Using the notes “Roman Warfare Video Notes” available on Mr.Smith’s website under the Military History/Video Notes section, complete the following in your notes:

Part VI. General vs. General…, Part VII. The End of the Republic…, Part VIII. The Walls Begin To Crumble…

Part II. Using the information from, and the video narration of, the above notes, Answer the following questions with brief responses.

1. Aside from Caesar’s accomplishments in Gaul, what military accomplishments made the following general’s military heroes in his era?

   Crassus:

   Pompey:

2. Where were the three armies loyal to Pompey located that Caesar had to defeat, and, in which order did he engage them?

3. Before fighting each other in Rome’s second civil war, what military operations did Marc Antony and Octavian attend to following Caesar’s death?

4. When Emperor Augustus would yell out “Varus, give me back my legions”, what was he referring to?(please EXPLAIN)…

5. What forced the Goths(German tribespeople) to invade the Roman Empire?